
The next model of a sport car will cost 13.3% more than the current model.
The current model costs $53,000 how much will the price increase in
dollars
$ 7, 049 is the increase

increase = 13.3 % × $ 53, 000 = 0.133 × $ 53, 000 = $ 7, 049

In a class of 42 students, the number of boys is 12 fewer than twice the number of girls. Find the number of girls.
In high school, teachers bear much of the responsibility for their students’ learning. In college, however, professors organize and facilitate the course, while you
are largely responsible for actively engaging in your own learning. This expectation for students to independently direct their own learning is why:
Consider three drinking glasses. All three have thesame area base, and all three are filled to the same depth withwater. Glass A is cylindrical. Glass B is wider at
the top than atthe bottom, and so holds more water than A. Glass C is narrower atthe top than at the bottom, and so holds less water than A. Whichglass has the
greatest liquid pressure at the bottom? a. Glass A
b. Glass B
c. Glass C
d. All three have equal non-zero pressure at the bottom.
e. All three have zero pressure at the bottom.
Kevin said that if you triple his age, the result will be 1 less than his mother's age
What happends after the Raven flies into the speaker's room in The Raven by Edgar Allan Poe Arrange the events in the correct order The speaker imagines that
angels have arrived and spread perfume in the room.

The speaker watches as the Raven flies in and perches on the bust of pallas.

The speaker feels like his soul is trapped in the Raven's shadow.

The speaker asks the raven if he"ll ever get over the misery of losing his love lenore.

The speaker gets angry at the raven and shouts at it to fly away.

The speaker wants to know if he"ll ever meet Lenore in Heaven.



One cup of popcorn that produces 131kj when burned in a calorimeter
What did the Navigation Acts ensure for Britain?
12 Years A Slave!! What disease did Robert die of and later infect Solomon?

a.Small Pox
b.Tuberculosis
c.Malaria
d.Cholera
Soy parte del coro en mi escuela. Para ensayar tengo que ________ 2 o 3 horas diarias.
Vinny decorated 72 cookies and 36 minutes how many cookies did you decorate per minute
Solve x in the diagram
The governments of Spain and Portugal sponsored overseas exploration and expansion in the late 1400s and into the 1500s because they??
What structures or processes do plant cells possess or perform that animal cells do not? Select all that apply. photosynthesis cellular respiration chloroplasts cell
wall cell plate chlorophyll ribosomes mitochondria
In general, metalloids are slightly reactive. Please select the best answer from the choices provided
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What does the poetry of colonial America tell you about the period?
Who is the narrator of a story? A. the protagonist of the story B. the person who wrote the story C. a character who is not involved in the story's events D. the
person who relates the events of the story for the audience
Which of the following is not an example of exponential growth or decay? A. a t-shirt shrinks by 2% after each wash B. a one time bonus of 10% of a worker’s
annual salary C. a yearly pay increase of 3% each year D. a savings account growing by 3% each year
A sea is a larger freshwater lake true or false
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